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Section one: Defining our brand

Successful organizations do more than offer tangible benefits; they appeal at a deeper level. They evoke an emotional response. 

They build relationships. They drive sales. They endure.

Identity is what we say about ourselves. Image is what the audience perceives. That image is not in our control, but it can be influenced. 

Branding is focused on creating as much overlap as possible between identity (message sent) and image (message received). Identity 

translates what we stand for through all forms of communication. Impressions of Accolade are based on many contact points, from 

the quality of our sales staff, to product offering, to the web site and all other forms of brand communication. Consistency throughout 

everything Accolade says and does helps create the overlap between identity and image.

This guide is designed as a tool to ensure that any new branded materials created fit with the corporate design system and are 

representative of the Accolade brand.

The following sections detail guidelines so that the 
representation of Accolade is effective and, more 
importantly, consistent.
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We are Accolade

We’re here to make 
personalized healthcare 
advocacy accessible and 
to drastically improve the 
experience employees 
have with healthcare and 
benefits.

Our Vision is every person living their healthiest life.

Our Mission is to empower people through expertise, empathy, and 

technology to make the best decisions for their health and well-being.

Expertise in benefits and clinical guidance earns our members’ trust.

Empathy builds enduring and effective relationships with members.

Technology puts the consumer at the center of care.
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Why our members need us

No more wasteful 
healthcare spending. It’s 
time that employees get 
the quality support and 
care they deserve.

Traditional approaches to health and benefits aren’t working. As 

families struggle to navigate their benefits and healthcare, their 

share of healthcare spending is growing faster than their paychecks. 

Meanwhile, health is not improving, and healthcare costs are rising.

The good news? We can change it.

The answer is personalized advocacy. When employees and their 

families consistently get the support and quality care they need, 

everything improves: their health, morale, and productivity, as well as 

their employer’s bottom line.

Innovation has caught up to the problem. With personalized 

advocacy, employers can fix employee health and benefits.
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Our Cultural Cornerstones

We’re just people who 
believe in doing the right 
thing, making an impact, 
and having fun.

Empathy 

We find joy and purpose in serving others.

Innovation 

We’re boldly and relentlessly reinventing healthcare.

Teamwork 

We’re strong individually and together we’re powerful.

Commitment 

We roll up our sleeves and get stuff done.
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Design 
elements
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Section two: Brand elements

The brand essence is principally formed by people’s experiences using our solutions, but there is a universe of surrounding brand elements 

that contribute: colors, fonts, styles, logo, splash screens, words, images and design choices conspire to give you a feeling of who we are.

The following sections, we outline best practices for 
the use of Accolade brand assets and offer examples.
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What’s in our logo symbol

The Accolade symbol reflects “Driving Change” 

through a sense of  both precision and movement. 

The sharp triangular form lends stability, while 

the rounded corners create a strong forward 

momentum.

At a glance, the mark may appear abstract. 

However, it also resembles an uppercase “A”, 

which is intended to support name recall.
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Our logo

The Accolade wordmark is a contemporary font 

called ‘Alright Sans’.  

It was chosen for its subtle characteristics that 

evoke a hint of personality, while retaining an 

overall air of sophistication.

The horizontal logo is the primary logo 

and should be used in most instances. We 

recommend that the logo be no smaller than 

1.25” wide to maintain clarity.

The stacked logo is for large-scale use. Avoid 

using at small sizes, as it can become illegible.
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Our logo  (small size guidelines)

For optimal legibility, don’t use the logo at sizes 

smaller than those specified here. 

Only the horizontal logos are appropriate for small 

use. The minimal size allowance for our logo is 1.35 

inches/90 pixels in width. Do not use the stacked 

logo for small use.

When reducing the logo mark, the minimal size 

allowance is .2 inches/16 pixels at a 1:1 ratio.

1.25 inches 0.7 inches

90px wide 50px wide

20px height 15px height

0.28 inches 0.2 inches

Maximum allowance 

size for logo

Minimal allowance 

size for logo
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Usage on backgrounds

The full-color logos should be used only on white 

or colored backgrounds.

Avoid using full-color logos on photographs unless 

the logo sits on a light or white area of the image.
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One color use

The one-color logo should be used only on 

photographs and colored backgrounds within the 

Accolade color palette.

The one-color logo should be only on black and 

white colorways.

If on the Accolade blue background we strongly 

recommend the full color logo usage.
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Logo misuse

Do not crop the logo

Do not change the 

transparency of the logo

Don’t use the logotype 

without the logo symbol

Do not change the colors

Do not alter the relationship 

of the symbol and logotype

Do not alter or distort

Do not use drop shadows 

or any other effects

Do not enclose the logo 

within a shape

Do not outline logotype

Do not rotate any part 

of the logo
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Primary colors

Another key detail that will help your audience 

quickly recognize Accolade are our brand colors.

Bold, vibrant color is a key element of the 

Accolade design system. We use colors to 

promote a fresh and energized brand. 

White also plays an important role in the color 

palette. The thoughtful use of white space 

lends a modern sophistication to the Accolade 

brand expression.

Primary colors

Accolade green
HEX 48D597
RGB 72 213 151
PMS 2412C
CMYK 61 0 62 0

Accolad blue
HEX 003DA6
RGB 0 61 166
PMS 293C
CMYK 100 74 0 4

Dark blue
HEX 131E46
RGB 20 31 71
PMS 2766C
CMYK 100 100 6 60

White
HEX FFFFFF
RGB 255 255 255
CMYK 0 0 0 0
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Secondary colors

Do not use secondary colors for text. Only 

use white for text on secondary colored 

backgrounds.

Secondary colors can be used with core colors, 

but this should be limited.

Action blue is reserved for call to action buttons.

HEX 1079BC
RGB 16.121.188
PMS PROCESS BLUE C
CMYK 85 47 2 0

HEX 5BC2E7
RGB 91 194 231
PMS 2985C
CMYK 60 0 0 0

HEX 00A37C
RGB 0 179 136
PMS 339C
CMYK 84 0 59 0

HEX A6ACB1
RGB 166 172 177
PMS 2162C
CMYK 36 26 25 0

HEX 40464B
RGB 64 70 75
PMS 432C
CMYK 72 61 54 40

HEX 009BD6
RGB 0 155 214
PMS CYAN C
CMYK 100 0 0 0

HEX E1E3E5
RGB 225 227 229
PMS 538C
CMYK 10 7 7 0

HEX 652468
RGB 102 37 105
PMS 7663C
CMYK 64 100 0 0

Action color

Secondary colors Accent colors

HEX FFCE00
RGB 255 206 0
PMS 116C
CMYK 0 18 100 0

HEX FFBB1C
RGB 255 187 28
PMS 124C
CMYK 0 29 97 0
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Accessible color combinations

All examples shown on the left column pass the 

contrast standards. The examples shown on the 

right column fail the contrast standards. Never 

typeset Action blue on a colored background.

White on black
White on black

Text Dk Gray on Lt Gray 1
Text DK Gray on Lt Gray 1

White on Accolade blue
White on Accolade blue

Headline on Lt Gray 2
Headline on Lt Gray 2

Action blue on black
Action Blue on black

Action blue on Lt Gray 1
Action blue on Lt Gray 1

Action blue on Accolade blue
Action blue on Accolade blue

Primary blue on Lt Gray 2
Primary blue on Lt Gray 2

Pass Fail
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Lor aut et odi nobitibuscia que quassint od minveligent as 

et litae natem resectae nest, ommodit a solorro rrorpore 

porum faccabo rerchiciunto eatia quias reption nosa 

volorectur? Aximusdant quid moloriatet fugit, int errum 

quiae voloreri venda debis doluptati sam vercide moloreh 

entiatusam sed mint hita que rent voluptas expel esedis 

dolupta erumqui ute  

conse natur, omnissedit, ute ventinv elendus 

conse natur, omnissedit, ute ventinv 

conse natur, omnissedit, ute ventinv

Light 

Light Italic 

Book 

Book Italic 

Medium 

Medium Italic 

Semibold 

Semibold Italic 

Bold 

Bold Italic

Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn 
Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz 
0123456789

NOTE: In instances where Whitney is not available, Open Sans is the recommended atlernative

Typography: Whitney

Whitney is our primary typeface for brand 

communications. It was chosen because it is 

modern, approachable and tastefully distinctive. 

Use contrasting weights and sizes to create 

visual interest and energize the brand.
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Title Title am ium que conseque ea 
poribus ium que
Subtitle am ium que conseque ea poribus am ium que conseque ea 
poribus am ium que conseque e

O V E R L I N E

Paragraph Bis et ut poresequodi volupta tectati duscil intia voluptates es alite ipsum in et et rem est ut dolores moluptae pe et voluptat 

a volute laborum si none lia as soluptas nonest as consedit am ium que conseque ea poribus id quunt que nobis aborem ernatem eium 

erum, ommos sit, cus endunt laccullupta volupti niendi con eicabor runtiis repudia ndescit eceaquis sit, aborenda dolorporrum, nes 

repudani quistota dusaped moluptatis aute consend.

Emphasis Ehentiatur, nitaqui inimagnatur se odit rate dit omnima nobitio volorum sintis quas auda quat quiatum voloribere periatqui accuptur 

ma cusdam vere pro cus alitia velendae et rernatio.

Doles aliae. Poreri links voloriore sum iliti quistia velicia tiusant.

Subtitle O V E R L I N E

Paragraph EmphasisLinks

Whitney Book

Size: 40pt 

Leading: 50pt

HEX: 40464b

Whitney Book

Size: 20pt 

Leading: 30pt

HEX: 40464b

Whitney Book

Size: 10pt 

Leading: 20pt

HEX:  40464b

Whitney Book Italic

Size: 10pt 

Leading: 20pt

HEX: 40464b

Whitney Book

Size: 10pt 

Leading: 20pt

HEX: 1079bc

Whitney Bold

Size: 10pt 

Leading: 20pt

HEX: 565d64

Typesetting: ideal ramp
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 Hero H1
Whitney Book, 38/40

Hero H3
Whitney Book, 16/20

Subhead
Whitney Semibold, 11/15

Attribution
Whitney Book, 8/10

Hero H2
Whitney Book, 26/30

Paragraph
Whitney Book 

Optical Kerning 
8/10

Overline
Whitney Bold, 8/10

Quote
Whitney Book, 26/30

Annotation
Whitney Book, 5/6

Empowering employers

The answer to the employee health and benefits problems.

The answer is personalized advocacy. When your employees and their families consistently get the 

support and quality care they need, everything improves: their health, morale, and productivity, as 

well as your organization’s bottom line.

MARCH 14TH 2020 

“Accolade was extremely helpful in 
understanding my insurance benefits and limits, 
as well as helping me with incorrectly denied 
claims during my last surgery.”

— Brad, member at Fortune 100 retail company

1 olupta tectati duscil intia voluptates es alite ipsum in et e olupta tectati duscil intia voluptates es alite ipsum in et e

A better 
benefits 
experience 
No No more wasteful 
healthcare spending. It’s 
time your employees got 
the quality support and 
care they deserve. 

Type specimen: ideal stack
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Partnerships

For partnerships, we lock up the Accolade logo 

with a partner logo, preferably with Accolade 

coming first.

Use clear space between logos. Clear space 

should be the size of the Accolade symbol and 

divided in half by a vertical line.

Partner logos should be aligned to the optical 

baseline of the Accolade logotype.
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Min stroke weight: 1.5px Max stroke weight: 3 px

Icons

Icons not only provide aesthetic interest, but can 

act as visual cues for labels and actions. Icons 

should always come from the same set in order 

to appear cohesive.

We use purchased Nucleo Project as an only icon 

source: https://nucleoapp.com/premium-icons

Nucleo desktop app is used also for categorising 

icons per feature (placement) and its consistent 

reuse on members facing platforms.




